EQUIPMENT
FOR DIAPHRAGM WALL

attrezzatura per diaframmi

HYDROMILLS
FRESE IDRAULICHE

HISTORY
Casagrande manufactured its first hydromill in 1982 and was

In the early 90’s the new FD series were introduced. The FD32

the first independent manufacturer of this kind of equipment.

was first tested successfully in the construction of 100 meters

It still remains the only Hydromills’ manufacturer that does not

deep diaphragm wall in Japan and FDC28 proved its worth

have any contractual ambitions or involvement. The equipment

when working in restricted access and low headroom sites

was originally developed to satisfy the rising demand by

The FD series incorporate state-of-the-art technology such as

contractors for a tool which would enable them to construct

computer controlled steering, new hydraulic systems, as well as

diaphragm walls in hard soils and rock formations, at greater

real time recording and printing of the excavation parameters.

depth and with improved quality /verticality control.

Today Casagrande is able to provide expertise, technical,

In the following early years Casagrande invested a

design and operational assistance during all projects’ phases

considerable effort to improve the performance and the

worldwide.

reliability of its Hydromills which led, in 1986, to the supply of

A number of models are now available to satisfy all the

twelve K3L models to Chernobyl to build an underground cut-off

contractor’s requirements: the improved FD60 and the

wall around the damaged reactor after the nuclear accident.

newly designed FD100 are hard-wearing and more reliable

Casagrande built and delivered these machines in 4 months

uncompromising than ever before.

and was rewarded for its effort by special recognition given the
Government of USSR.

The Hydromills are designed by Casagrande to match today’s

The cutting wheels

demands of diaphragm wall construction whatever challenging

Two sets of cutting wheels, fitted with different type and number

the project may be.

of teeth models (depending the projects’ geological formations),
are driven independently by powerful, heavy duty hydraulic

Versatility

motors. Each cutting wheel is driven by a cutting chain which

Whether in hard rock or soft soils geologies, different Hydromills

is used to transfer the power of the motors throughout the

are available to match every project condition, logistic and

entire width of the trench excavation and thereby assuring and

demand. Different walls’ width can be easily met. By changing

improving verticality and productivity.

the wheels thickness and the interchangeable guides the
Casagrande Hydromills will meet walls design from 600 to

The submersible pump

1800 mm width. The Hydromill system is designed to work on

A powerful submersible pump mounted above the millwheels

the principle of reverse circulation. The Casagrande patented

conveys the cuttings together with the trench support fluid to the

and unique cutting chains system is used to maximize production

surface for cleaning and re-circulation.

in hard rock strata throughout the entire wall width while
providing better joints, excellent interlocking and verticality.

The long guide
A long guide frame is fitted on top of the cutting wheel assembly

Performance

to guide and when required steer the machine down the

The Casagrande Hydromills’ concept utilize a wealth of

diaphragm wall-trench. The guide frame incorporates a series

engineering expertise gained by Casagrande in many

of trim plates with which adjustments can be made to the

years of geotechnical equipment’ manufacturing. Electronic

equipment inclination in order to maintain the project specified

instruments are used to record depth, verticality and cutting

verticality.

force and provide instant information to control performance
and maximize production. The all-round ruggedness of the
Hydromills is complemented by the attention used into all the
required details to improve production while reducing costs and
consumables.
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Tutti i dati riportati su questo catalogo sono indicativi e non considerano perdite di carico. Tali dati possono variare senza preavviso.
All data contained in this brochure are indicative and does not take power losses into account. All data can be changed without notice.
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